**Fuel Economy and Environment**

**19** MPG

**Fuel Economy & Greenhouse Gas Rating**

**Smog Rating**

**EPA DOT**

**Gasoline Vehicle**

**Annual fuel cost**

**You Spend**

**$1,950**

**$2,750 more in fuel costs over 5 years compared to the average new vehicle.**

**Cost**

**5.3 gallons per 100 miles**

These estimates reflect new EPA methods that will be used in 2017 models.

**Smartphone**

**QR Code ™**

**fuelfeconomy.gov**

Calculate personalized estimates and compare vehicles.

**GOVERNMENT 5-STAR SAFETY RATINGS**

**Overall Vehicle Score**

**Frontal Driver**

**Frontal Crash**

**Rollover**

**Side Driver**

**Side Crash**

**Star ratings range from 1 to 5 stars (**** ), with 5 being the highest.**

[safercar.gov](http://safercar.gov) or 1-888-327-4236

**Phone number:**

**Smartphone:**

**QR Code ™**

**fuelfeconomy.gov**

Calculate personalized estimates and compare vehicles.

**GOVERNMENT 5-STAR SAFETY RATINGS**

**Overall Vehicle Score**

**Frontal Driver**

**Frontal Crash**

**Rollover**

**Side Driver**

**Side Crash**

**Star ratings range from 1 to 5 stars (**** ), with 5 being the highest.**

[safercar.gov](http://safercar.gov) or 1-888-327-4236

**Phone number:**

**Smartphone:**

**QR Code ™**

**fuelfeconomy.gov**

Calculate personalized estimates and compare vehicles.